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Abstract 
Arc Direct Energy Deposition (DED-Arc), also known as Wire and Arc Additive Manufacturing (WAAM), 

is a technology for the manufacture of customized metal structures, layer-by-layer, using a solid wire 

as consumable for deposition. The compatibility of a metal hardfacing flux-cored wire with WAAM is 

tested by deposition of single walls and block fabrication with different strategies. The aim is to use a 

high deposition process with a flux-cored wire, commonly used in welded applications where high 

productivity is needed, but also to obtain hard structures capable of wear resistance, leading to cost 

savings. Macro and microstructural analyses, as well as hardness tests were carried out to validate 

the use of this wire in WAAM. The definition of the best process parameters and deposition strategies 

are presented for this wire, while the study of auxiliary factors such as the use of a grinding for slag 

removal were also carried out. The deposition of a 40-layer wall and block fabrication indicate that a 

hardfacing wire can be used to produce an integral additive manufactured part. In addition, studies on 

the possibility of constructing a bi-metallic part, by WAAM, using a common low carbon steel wire and 

the hardfacing-cored wire were developed, focusing on crack minimization procedures, such as the 

application of pre-heating. Assessment of metallurgical transformations and mechanical properties 

where investigated to assure that the material properties investigated were kept. A final multi-metal 

part was produced with WAAM. 

Keywords: Wire and Arc Additive Manufacturing (WAAM), DED-arc, flux-cored wire, multi-metal parts, 

microstructure, microhardness. 
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Resumo 
Wire and Arc Additive Manufacturing (WAAM) é uma tecnologia que visa o fabrico de estruturas 

metálicas personalizadas, camada a camada, usando como consumível um fio metálico para 

deposição. A compatibilidade com o processo WAAM de um fio metálico fluxado é testada através da 

deposição de paredes simples e pelo fabrico de blocos sólidos com diferentes estratégias. O objetivo 

é conciliar um processo caracterizado por elevadas taxas de deposição com o uso de um fio fluxado, 

mas também para obter estruturas capazes de resistir ao desgaste. Foram efectuadas análises de 

macro e microestruturas, assim como testes de dureza para validar o uso deste fio em WAAM. Neste 

trabalho são apresentados os melhores parâmetros de deposição bem como as estratégias de 

deposição mais adequadas para este fio. Além disso, foram estudados outros factores como o efeito 

que a remoção ou não da escória após a deposição de cada camada pode ter na qualidade final de 

uma peça. Uma parede de 40 camadas, depositada com sucesso, e o fabrico de blocos indica que é 

possível construir peças fabricadas integralmente por um fio de hardfacing. Foi ainda estudada a 

possibilidade de se construir uma peça composta por dois metais diferentes depositados por WAAM, 

sendo um deles mais económico que o fio fluxado. Para estes testes foi utilizado um procedimento 

para minimizar fissuras, nomeadamente pré-aquecimento, sendo sempre investigadas e avaliadas a 

metalurgia e propriedades mecânicas para garantir que as propriedades do material são mantidas. 

Por fim, foi depositada por WAAM uma peça com dois metais. 

Palavras-chave: Wire and Arc Additive Manufacturing (WAAM), DED-arc, fio fluxado, peças multi-

metais, microestrutura, micro-durezas. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Context 
By industry demand, Additive Manufacturing technologies have been extensively developed, 

improved, and rapidly implemented, as a measure to reduce costs, material waste, lead times and 

consequently time to market, and also allow design freedom. The goal is to manufacture near-net 

shapes [1]. 

Additive Manufacture is a growing universe, which comprehends Metal Additive Manufacturing (MAM). 

MAM includes the techniques of depositing metal layer-by-layer to achieve a given geometry, using a 

heat source and a metal feedstock [2]. However, most metal deposition processes, such as Selective 

Laser Melting (SLM), do not offer a viable solution to manufacture considerable part sizes. 

In this context, Wire Arc Additive Manufacturing provides a solution for deposition of medium to large 

parts, since it offers high deposition rate and nearly without size limits. The aim is to produce parts 

with this technology but with the same, or even, better mechanical properties compared to traditional 

manufacturing processes, such as casting and forging [3]. 

To this date, a variety of components have been successfully manufactured by WAAM, including Ti–

6Al–4V spars and landing gear assemblies, aluminium wing ribs, steel wind tunnel models and cones. 

Nonetheless, many more metals and forms of wire need to be tested specially regarding mechanical 

and metallurgical properties, since many additively manufactured metals have shown properties that 

are inferior to their wrought counterparts [4]. WAAM manufactured parts tend to have a high heat input 

associated, which induces to high residual stresses and distortion, so deposition strategies and 

posterior deformation methods have been studied to manage residual stress and eliminate defects [1], 

[5].  

 

1.2. Problem definition and objectives 

This thesis aims to study the potential of a flux-cored wire in WAAM, to produce near net shape part 

with high resistance to abrasion and wear, thus introducing a flux-cored wire into the WAAM world. 

Flux-cored wires are associated with high deposition rates and high productivity. Associating a wire of 

such kind to WAAM, where high deposition rate of metal is a known feature, could reduce further lead 

times, improve productivity and promote cost savings. 

Vostalpine produces the wire in question and it is normally used for hardfacing of shredder 

components in recycling equipment, coating of parts of earth moving equipment, breakers and 

presses, protecting them of wear and impact, leading to a higher service life [6]. This wire, the UTP AF 

ROBOTIC 600, is usually only applied at a maximum of three layers. 
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The purpose of this work is to overcome the limitation of the reduced number of layers that can be 

deposited with this material in order to obtain a 3D structure of a metal only used for hardfacing. The 

construction of these structures, although of low complexity, would allow the use of a hard material, 

extremely difficult to machine, in a vast range of applications. This wire was never used in WAAM, and 

the success of its application would allow the production of parts with high hardness and resistance. 

The main objective of this study is to define the procedure that enables the production of high 

hardness parts with near net shape using a hardfacing wire. It is also required that the produced parts 

are defect free and that a good cohesion between layers is observed, so that the produced parts are 

of fine quality. To guarantee that, metallurgical analysis and hardness tests were made to evaluate the 

potential of using a hardfacing wire in the manufacture of components by WAAM.  

In addition, the combination between this wire with a low carbon steel wire is studied. The intent is to 

produce multi-material parts, with more or less ductility or more or less hardness where needed. The 

fabrication of multi-metal parts can additionally lead to a reduction of the final product cost. 

 

1.3. Document structure 

The master thesis is divided into 5 main chapters. Following the first chapter, the introduction, the 

second chapter explores the literature review. It primarily focuses on Additive Manufacturing 

background and approach to the market needs, escalating into the state-of-the-art of WAAM, its 

principal deposited materials and strategies of deposition, as well as a research of the flux-cored wires 

on its characteristics and limitations. 

The third chapter highlights the methodology of the experiments, where the equipment and materials 

used are presented, and the characteristics of the metal wires and the deposition procedure are 

described. Regarding the characterization of samples, the methodology in preparing them and the 

analysis done is shown. 

In chapter four the results obtained are exhibited and discussed. This includes the influence of the 

parameters on the quality of the weld and the corroboration of information found at the literature 

research phase. The optimal parameters found are presented. In addition, the influence of the 

shielding gas is studied in comparison with depositions made with other gas. Microstructure and 

hardness tests are performed to understand the influence of the parameters used. The combination of 

two metals is investigated through several described steps till the ultimate point of a multi metal part’ 

construction. 

At last, chapter five reveals the conclusions withdrawn from this study and suggests further related 

work. 
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2. Literature Review 

2.1. Additive Manufacturing 

The term Addictive Manufacturing (AM) is used when talking about products built layer by layer, 

whether they are ready to use or simply as a prototype. The ASTM International standardized this term 

on 2012 as “a process of joining materials to make objects from 3D model data, usually layer upon 

layer, as opposed to subtractive manufacturing methodologies”, at F2792 − 12a standard [7].  

Before that, many would call this process “Rapid Prototyping” and many were the reasons for the 

name change: as technology became more and more sophisticated, the prototypes also became more 

closer to the final product, thus it was not simply a matter of creating prototypes, but to fabricate parts 

or products in its final stage. Also, this terminology did not make clear the process used to fabricate 

the product, that it was built using an additive approach [8]. 

With AM there is no need to plan an innumerous combination of manufacture processes and steps 

involved when making a complex part, because the idea is to make a part or product from scratch 

using only an incremental, layer-by-layer process. This idea correlates AM with many benefits, such as 

the rapid and quick response to the market needs.  

For example, for a complex part, one may need to choose which manufacture processes use, the right 

tools, molds, perform a detailed analysis of the steps to fabricate the object and so on. AM can reduce 

the time of fabrication from months to days. 

 

There are some basic steps in common with all of the variants of AM [9]:  

First of all the part is modeled into a 3D model on a CAD program to determine the overall geometry. 

For instance, this model can also be created using laser scanning. After that, the CAD model is 

converted to a STL file format (surface tessellation language), meaning that the external closed 

surfaces of the CAD file are identified and calculated. It is also necessary to check if no error was 

made in the conversion process. 

The STL file is now ready to transfer the information to the AM machine. At this stage it is normal to do 

some extra manipulation such as orientation, correct size or position, and to define some fixtures. 

Then the slicing of the model is made and the thickness of each layer is specified. If the layer is too 

thick the final part will apart from the CAD model, the perfect one. On the contrary, as the layer 

becomes smaller, the final part approximates to the CAD model. 

It is also necessary to set up the key parameters, such as the feedstock, the timings, the energy 

source, etc. 

Then the model execution starts by the AM machine. This is, or it should be, an automated process, 
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without human interaction. But supervision is recommended to be alert to some possible problems, or 

defects. At this point, the material is selectively melted by the heat source and, as the material cools 

down, a part is consolidated and formed [10]. 

When ready, the part should be removed and, if necessary, it will pass to the post-processing phase. 

In this stage the part is cleaned and the possible fixtures are removed. It may require some machining 

and surface finishing. 

The part is now ready to use or to assemble if needed. 

 

The comparison between AM with other conventional methods of manufacturing can only be done until 

certain point, as in some cases the manufacturing of a part can not justify the modeling, deposition 

and further adjustments due to the optimization of a specific conventional process. However, in other 

cases, where building a part with conventional processes can take many steps and iterative stages to 

be ready, AM can prove to be a quick and time-saving process. Further, in the case of conventional 

processes, some need careful planning and expert people and can also be prompt to errors or 

defects. More, the usage of molds is a long and expensive process. As for AM, most parts can be 

carried out in a one step phase. And the planning is relatively simpler comparing with conventional 

processes, as is made in a 3D CAD program and the conversion to the AM is direct [8]. 

Also, AM processes are proven to reduce the overall cost of the products, since the response to the 

market needs is quick, no time is wasted in between processes, and the material used is almost what 

is needed (just-in-time manufacturing). This is contrary to other manufacturing processes where a 

massive block of material is needed to build up a part and with AM the waste is little [1]. 

AM also proves to be advantageous because of the flexibility of the process. The desired product can 

be changed in little time, what also recesses the overall costs. Other manufacturing processes only 

sound to be cost efficient when talking about big quantities, which gives the companies little flexibility.  

The constraints are also fewer when talking about the freedom of design because parts or complex 

components, that would need much pieces and joining processes, have the possibility to be fabricated 

in a single piece. This also resolves issues related with the accessibility of internal components [11]. It 

also enhances the possibility to create complex shaped parts that would be impossible to fabricate by 

conventional processes, reducing the geometrical constraints. 

 

Many materials can be used to make a part from additive manufacturing process such as polymeric 

materials, waxes, composites, ceramics polymers and metals. In this thesis it will only be explored the 

metal as material for the AM process. 
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2.2. Metal Additive Manufacturing 

There are many ways to categorize an AM system. It can be sorted by the material feedstock and the 

energy source [12] (see Figure 1). In concrete terms, the AM system is a combination between a 

motion system such as a robot, a heat source and a material as feedstock [1]. 

 

Figure 1 - Current main MAM processes. 

According to the standard referred before, AM technologies for metal components are mainly 

classified into: 

• Powder bed fusion:  

→ Electron beam melting (EBM);  

→ Selective laser sintering (SLS);  

→ Selective laser melting (SLM);  

→ Direct metal laser sintering (DMLS); 

• Direct energy deposition (DED):  

→ Wire and arc additive manufacturing (WAAM); 

→ Directed light fabrication (DLF);  

→ Laser engineered net shaping (LENS);  

→ Electron beam freeform fabrication (EBF);  

→ Laser consolidation (LC); 
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• Binder jetting: 

→ Powder bed and inkjet 3D printing (3DP);  

• Sheet lamination and the processes:  

→ Ultrasonic consolidation (UC);  

→ Laminated object manufacturing (LOM). 

 

The most common additive metals are given in a form of powder or wire. With regard to how the 

additive material is supplied, AM technologies can be classified as a powder-feed, powder-bed or a 

wire-feed process [13].  

Some determinant factors to choose the type of additive process is the geometry, the detail and the 

function of an object or part to be manufactured, or even if is it to repair and for refurbishment. For 

small products with complex geometries whose material deposition rate is small, it is appropriate to 

use laser, micro-plasma and electron beam. For larger, simpler parts with high deposition rates, arc 

welding is used. 

This thesis will focus on the usage of an electrical arc as a heat source and a wire as the material 

feedstock. This AM process is denominated by Wire Arc Additive Manufacturing, WAAM, or DED+Arc 

(Arc Directed Energy Deposition). 

 

2.3. Wire Arc Additive Manufacturing 
One field branch of Additive Manufacturing is WAAM, characterized by a layer by layer high 

deposition, thus making it useful for rapid and large parts production, in contrast with other AM 

processes such as power based systems.  

One positive aspect of WAAM is the low equipment cost, since it uses standard welding equipment 

such as a welding torch, shielding gas source, a power unit, a wire feeder unit and wires. Comparing 

with other AM processes, WAAM is relatively inexpensive. Although WAAM works with a local 

shielding gas source, in some cases it is necessary to use encapsulated worktables for shielding 

protection, as in the case of more sensitive materials just as titanium. 

Also by reducing the quantity of material used, as it is nearly what is bought, contrary to subtractive 

manufacturing processes, the cost of WAAM in this account makes it a desirable process (low buy-to-

fly ratios). On top of that, parts produced by WAAM show a good structural integrity [1]. 
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WAAM fabricated parts are likely of medium to low complexity, which inhibits the deposition of some 

shapes, such as sharp angles (Figure 2) and curve shapes with large curvature (Figure 3), due to the 

large molten pool and shape distortion caused by surface tension [14]. 

 

Figure 2 – Sharp angle of a) 20º, b) 15º and c) 10º deposited using WAAM [14]. 

 

 

Figure 3 - Curve shapes with curvature radius of a) 20mm, b) 10mm and c) 5mm deposited using WAAM 
[14]. 

 

However, this wire feed additive process is not problem-free. Issues like residual stress and distortion 

are related with excessive heat input. Residual stress induced deformations that lead to loss of 

tolerance, and this aspect aggravates even more on large components, and can also cause premature 

failure. Residual stresses are the result of thermally induced strains during the non-uniform expansion 

and subsequent contraction of the material when cooling. After unclamping, the component distorts 

and there is a redistribution of the residual stress, which responds by distorting. Several strategies 

have been developed to minimize residual stresses, either by post-processing technologies, like 

thermal treatments, or even by the control of the build-up residual stresses during the deposition, such 

as the high pressure inter-pass rolling, optimization of part orientation, back to back building and 

symmetrical building [5], [9].  

Other problem arises from the staircase effect, represented in Figure 4. Before the deposition of a 

part, the model is divided into slices, or layers, normally with a constant thickness. These will 

correspond to a deposited layer. However, the thickness of the layer may vary and the deposited part 

will not match the sliced model, accumulating errors. To prevent this from happening, non-constant 

layer thickness models should be implemented, adapting the slicing, or the layer thickness, 

automatically. 

WAAM parts often reveal poor surface finishing. That is why most WAAM fabricated parts require 
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machining which, on the other hand, can aggravate the fastness of the process, depending on the 

desired finishing. The parts’ machining should be taken into account when depositing the metal, as the 

beads and layers should be thick enough to allow the posterior machining. This aspect is important 

when designing the CAD file [13]. 

 

Figure 4 - The staircase effect [15]. 

 

2.3.1. Manufacturing of WAAM parts 

Although the construction of a WAAM produced part follows the general procedure presented in 

section 2.1, it requires a thorough study of multiple aspects before the deposition of the final part. 

Since not all of the metals were yet studied to this process application, there is a lack of documented 

information for an expedited outcome. 

So, before a part production, the selection of the right heat source should be chosen for the specific 

material, as it will be explained in section 2.3.3. After that, the search for the optimal parameters such 

as the WFS and TS should be done for the most simple geometry possible, simple weld beads, and 

how the influence of these parameters is related with the bead geometry. The objective is to be able to 

have a constant and predictable bead shape, based on the controllable parameters, leading to the 

most possible approximation of the CAD model. The ratio of WFS/TS is the most basic relationship 

between the processing parameters and bead shape, which defines the volume of deposited material 

per unit length. However, the ratios obtained should only be comparable for the same wire, meaning 

for the same material and diameter. 

Having mastered this, vertical walls with multiple layers are deposited. Other features are then studied, 

for instance, welding position, overlap, and heat input. Having this, other shapes are studied and 

developed such as, horizontal walls, inclined walls and intersections, as well as different deposition 

strategies (explored at section 2.3.2). 

At last, the knowledge obtained from the previous experiments is used to fabricate closed section 

shapes and curved shapes [16]. 

Moreover, a crucial aspect to manufacturing suitable parts lies in the generation of an optimized path 

that guarantees a uniform defect-free deposition. Several studies have been carried to develop a 
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software that generates optimized paths, however most of them were not directly applicable to WAAM 

due to specific requirements inherent to arc welding deposition. More recently a new approach to 

generate paths for WAAM of complex 3D geometries was proposed, called Modular Path Planning 

(MPP) [17]. 

2.3.2. Deposition Strategies 

Oscillation 

The path taken by the moving torch resembles a square waveform along the substrate plate, 

represented in Figure 5 a). The two beads deposited alongside need to overlap, in order to eliminate 

discontinuities in the cross-section and to have a sound deposit. This parameter can be controlled by 

the ratio between the advancement of the center of the torch and the bead width. 

One problem of this strategy is the massive heat accumulation, as many layers are being deposited. 

The first layer, or even the second, can get sufficient cooling from the substrate, but when more layers 

are added, continuous heat input results in excessive heat accumulation. So, when cooling from very   

high temperature, material shrinkage, oxides formation, element loss and gas escaping are likely to 

cause small holes during the solidification process. 

 

 

Figure 5 - Deposition strategies: a) Oscillation; b) Parallel. 

 

Parallel 

In this strategy the torch also overlap the adjacent deposit, but in this case the torch undergoes a 

discontinuous path (see Figure 5 b)). After the first linear deposit is made, the arc is extinguished and 

the torch moves to a new position, to the starting point of the previous bead, but separated by the 

advancement given to the torch.   

Comparing with the oscillation strategy, the parallel reduces the heat accumulation since it allows the 

adjacent beads to cool down. As one bead is deposited, the torch returns to the initial point plus the 

advancement, which takes away the heat accumulation in one point. This way, the heat is extracted as 
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shown in Figure 6 b), contrary to what is seen in Figure 6 a). Therefore, more layers can be deposited 

on top if needed, as the holes issue is eliminated. 

 

Figure 6 – Side view of two beads from Figure 5, representing the heat conduction at: a) Oscillation; b) 
Parallel. Adaptation of [18]. 

 

Weaving  

The weaving strategy combines the interrupted path of the parallel deposition with a linear weave, as 

shown in Figure 7. This causes a transformation in the deposited bead through physical dragging that 

produces lateral elongation of the weld pool, i.e. it increases the wetting of the molten metal, meaning 

that the tall and narrow bead shape becomes short and wide (Figure 8). 

  

Figure 7 – Weaving deposition strategy. 

It is necessary to calculate and program the torch to an equivalent travel speed along the final deposit, 

so it can be identical to that of a single-pass bead. This is possible by adjusting the actual torch travel 

speed along the weaving path, according with the following expressions: 

 ! = !
0.5! (1) 

 !" = !"0 1 + !! (2) 

Surface waviness is significantly improved compared to parallel and oscillation strategies [18]. 
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However, the weaving deposition needs to be combined with one of the previous strategies, that is, 

the deposition of metal can be done with a weaving parallel deposition or with a weaving oscillation 

deposition. 

 

Figure 8 - Bead shape: single pass versus weaving. 

 

 

2.3.3. WAAM welding processes – Heat Sources 

Depending on the raw material to be used, the variable parameters and the requirements of the part, 

different welding processes are available and a primary analysis should be done to select the right 

process to the specific case. For example, GTAW – Gas Tungsten Arc Welding, characterized by the 

usage of a non-consumable tungsten electrode, is usually used to deposit titanium and typical 

deposition rates go around 1 to 2 kg/h [1], [19]. It is also known for producing high quality parts with a 

good surface finishing due to its high precision, being spatter free and generally with few defects. As to 

produce thin walls, with a width of 2mm, PAW – Plasma Arc Welding is recommended due to its 

constricted arc, although walls with 17mm have been produced, proving that this process can also be 

applied to produce large components [20]. Typical deposition rates are about 1,8kg/h. Comparing with 

the other welding processes, GMAW - Gas Metal Arc Welding can deposit large quantities of metal. 

Nevertheless, this process can lead to a less stable arc, and consequently more fume and spatter, 

problems that can be resolved by using CMT [19]. 

 

CMT 

CMT stands for Cold Metal Transfer and is a variant of the GMAW process, developed to improve 

some of the characteristics or defects still present on that process, such as the increase of the feed 

rate and the quality of the weld. This technology is patented by Fronius and has proven to improve the 

reduction of spatter to nearly zero, lessen the heat input, optimization of the wire movement and 

overall better quality of weld beads comparing to GMAW [21]. 

The arc is established between a consumable electrode and the substrate, or in the WAAM case, 

between the wire and the previous layer. CMT can deposit large quantities of metal, achieving rates as 

high as 5kg/h of deposit material [3]. It can deposit a higher quantity of metal per measure of time than 

other processes, like GTAW or PAW [18]. There are also some variants within the CMT process such 
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as CMT pulse (CMT- P), CMT advanced (CMT-ADV) and CMT pulse advanced (CMT-PADV). 

These features are possible since the CMT process uses a mechanism that adjusts the distance of the 

contact tip to the work place automatically [22]. The voltage and intensity during deposition are 

controlled to the point were the metal is transferred to the weld pool without applying any voltage or 

current. When the control system detects that the electrode contact tip touches the weld pool 

(detection of short-circuit), the wire is retracted as the wire supply is interrupted. The retraction of the 

wire makes the drop of metal detach and be transferred to the weld pool. This also ensures that after 

every short circuit, a near-identical quantity of filler metal is melted off [23]. An amount of 70 drops 

(and retractions of the wire) per second is deposited (see Figure 9) [24]. 

At stage 1 the filler material is moved towards the weld pool, during arcing period. 

At stage 2 the arc is extinguished and the contact tip of the electrode touches the weld pool. The 

current is lowered. 

At stage 3 the wire is retracted, facilitating the detachment of the melted metal drop. The short-circuit 

current is kept small. 

Finally, at stage 4, the wire movement is reversed and the arc established, starting the process all over 

again. 

 

2.4. Materials in WAAM 

2.4.1. Titanium Alloys 

The interest in using this material derives from its mechanicals properties and characteristics. It has an 

outstanding corrosion behavior, high heat resistance, high thermal conductivity, high strength, high 

toughness and low density [25]. Titanium has been a matter of thorough study because of its poor 

plasticity and formability, creating low buy-to-fly ratios, meaning that to produce titanium parts using 

the conventional machining processes, it would be required a massive block of raw material and the 

majority of it would be waste. Considering that this is an expensive material, and not neglecting the 

cost of traditional manufacturing processes as well, the need for a process that can reduce the 

production time and cost is mandatory [26]. In this light, additive manufacturing of titanium and 

2 1 3 4 

Figure 9 - CMT mechanism. Adapted from [23].   
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titanium alloys compromises all of the requirements referred before. It also creates the prospect of 

construction large-sized titanium components with complex structures, as is shown in Figure 10 [19]. 

 

Figure 10 - 0,7 meter long titanium wing flap support. Cranfield University [27]. 

 

These constructed parts are mainly used to fabricate blades of turbochargers, turbine rotors and 

exhaust valves in the aerospace field, but this material is also suitable for biomedical applications due 

to its proprieties [28]. 

Ti-6Al-4V is the most used Ti alloy and consequently the most studied in WAAM [29]. Deposition rates 

of this metal wire depend on the process used, but values of 2,5 kg/h for CMT are reported in the 

literature, whereas for PAW 1,5 kg/h [3]. 

As the deposition of material by WAAM undergoes a thermal cycle, which involves the heating and 

cooling of the layers, the microstructure of the part along the height can change. This is true for all the 

materials. But regarding to titanium and its alloys, two main phases are found: at the bottom region, a 

basketwave Widmanstätten structure within large columnar grains; while in the top region, needle-like 

precipitate is the main structure [20]. This is traduced in WAAM fabricated Ti-6Al-4V samples showing 

anisotropic properties with lower strength and higher elongation values in the building direction (Z) 

compared to the deposition direction (X) [19]. In order to homogenize the microstructure and refine the 

grains, several techniques have been applied, such as interpass rolling and the usage of intercolants 

[1], [30]. 

Nevertheless, tensile properties of WAAM Ti-6Al-4V samples are close to those of wrought Ti-6Al-4V 

and exceed those of cast Ti-6Al-4V as specified by ASTM standards. However, ductility is slightly 

lower than that of the wrought alloy [12].  
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Tests were made to fatigue strength for WAAM Ti-6Al-4V, and the values may vary in an order of 

200MPa depending if the wire is clean or if the wire is porous. So, the cleanliness of the materials and 

the work conditions can affect the performance of the built part [26]. 

 

2.4.2. Aluminium alloys  

The interest in producing WAAM parts in aluminium does not come from the need to improve a more 

cost efficient manner to produce aluminium parts, as the cost of the other processes are relatively low 

for this material, but rather from producing large and complex structures, with thin walls [19]. 

Furthermore, due to its low density, it is possible to reduce the weight on structures and components, 

which is one of the focuses of aerospace and automotive industry. Aluminium has also high electrical 

and thermal conductivities, good recyclability and high corrosion resistance. It presents similar 

deposition rates compared to titanium.  

Aluminium is most sensitive to porosity, but studies have shown that the effect of porosity can be 

eliminated using CMT and choosing the right synergic mode, by control of the heat input (that should 

be low) and also by proper cleaning of the wire [22]. 

Another problem regarding the welding of aluminium in general, is the need to remove the alumina (an 

oxide film on the surface of the material) as it has a higher melting point. For that, alternate current is 

used, but the constant reversing of polarity affects the pool and becomes turbulent, causing a loss of 

the part accuracy [29]. Internal defects and pores my also appear because of the unmelted alumina. 

To overcome this challenge, several attempts were made to improve the microstructure of the 

aluminium parts produced. Inter-layer rolling proved to be an excellent measure to eliminate the 

porosity, and tests were made to obtain which values of rolling load are necessary [31].  

Post heat treatment is shown to elevate the Ultimate Tensile Strength and the Yield Strength, beyond 

the ASTM standard as a consequence of the grain refinement. Without heat treatment, the samples 

showed lower UTS and YS comparing to the wrought part specified by ASTM standard [32].  

The use of intercolants was tested and the grains were refined, a more isotropic microstructure was 

obtained and the mechanical proprieties were improved [29]. 

 

2.4.3. Steels 

Steels are an incredibly widespread metal in engineering and the interest on fabricating a part with this 

metal, similarly to the aluminium, does not derive from better use of resources or the need to have a 

cheaper fabrication process, but it arises due to the flexibility of the process and the demand on 

complex and large structures. Parts of steels are especially interesting because of its application on 

the creation of molds for plastic, hot extrusion dies and forging dies. Example of a steel part is shown 

in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11 – 1-meter-tall steel turbine blade. Cranfield University [27]. 

 

High deposition rates are already being reported in the literature, with rates around the 5kg/h [3]. No 

significant changes within the parts’ hardness along the structures height are possible to attain [33]. 

Isotropic tensile proprieties can be obtained after heat treatment [34]. 

Different types of steels require different parameters and distinct cares. For example, to deal with high 

carbon steels, problems such as cold cracking (due to the rapid cooling), hydrogen entrapment in the 

heat affected zone and residual stresses appear. Nevertheless, fully dense parts with this type of steel 

were already been made without cracks, porosity or lack of fusion. This great result occurs thanks to 

the WAAM process itself, as to deal with this kind of problems, pre or post heating are applied to 

mitigate them. As a next layer is deposited, the previous layers’ temperature are increased, thus 

reducing the cooling rate and subsequently the cold cracking problem. As for the reduction of residual 

stresses, since there are no mechanical constraints in most WAAM produced parts, some of the 

thermal stresses are accommodated by the material, reducing even more the propensity to cold 

cracking [35]. 

Maraging steels, steels that display high mechanical strength and good fracture toughness due to the 

presence of intermetallic compounds, show overaging when WAAM is applied. Because of the 

complex thermal cycles and due to the relatively low aging temperature associated with maraging 

steels (482ºC) that is often exceeded during the process, overaging creates disform proprieties along 

the part’s height (for example, at the top region, the material is softer as less thermal cycles have been 

experienced and less intermetallic compounds are precipitated). Regarding this problems, fully dense 

and defect free parts have already been produced with maraging steels [18], [4]. 
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2.4.4. Nickel-based alloys 

Nickel-based alloys are characterized by high strengths at elevated temperatures, low thermal 

expansion and high corrosion resistance. Because of its properties, and due to the high fabrication 

cost using traditional methods, Nickel alloys are a subject of interest in the additive manufacturing 

perspective, since they are difficult to machine because of the presence of abrasive carbide particles 

and the material’s ability to adhere to cutting edges. Furthermore, these alloys are significant materials 

to aerospace, aeronautical, nuclear, petrochemical, chemical and marine industries. 

Currently, studies about the deposition and the properties obtained from many Nickel alloys have been 

made, and emphasizing the Inconel 718 and the Inconel 625 alloy, with deposition rates of 2,5 kg/h 

[36]. The microstructure obtained in WAAM of these materials generally consists of large columnar 

grains with interdendritic boundaries that have high concentrations of alloying elements that can 

segregate during solidification. So, it is common to apply post-processing heat treatments to these 

alloys to refine the microstructure and improve the mechanical properties. Without the proper heat 

treatments, and post processing of these materials it is difficult to achieve the minimum values by 

ASTM for wrought and cast materials [19]. 

 

2.4.5. Magnesium alloys 

Magnesium alloys are the lightest structural alloys, therefore mechanical and biomedical industries 

express high interest in replacing aluminium and steel parts for magnesium alloys parts, hence 

reducing the overall component weight. Other great properties are shown by this alloy, such as the 

ability to being recycled, high specific strength and electromagnetic shielding properties. The objective 

of depositing magnesium alloys with WAAM is to achieve large-scale and complex structures that 

would be impossible to manufacture with forging or extrusion, since it is prompt to defects, as edge 

cracking, and it presents another method to casting (most magnesium parts are produced by casting) 

[29]. 

WAAM with AZ31 has been reported and it shows that it is possible to produce samples with good 

plastic behavior, above the recommended value by the ASTM standard. Fine grains and good 

mechanical properties were achieved by adjusting the pulse frequency. Surface waviness, 

macrostructure, microstructure and tensile properties are also influenced by this parameter [37]. 

 

2.4.6. Other metals 

Other metals have been and continue to be investigated and studied, principally in order to produce 

equivalent or superior mechanical properties comparing with the values given by the ASTM standard 

of each material and to achieve a homogeneous, fine and reliable microstructure. The majority of the 

tests and research applied to other metals, similarly with the ones considered before, were carried out 
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by depositing simple straight-walled structures, rather than developing a process to fabricate functional 

parts. Nevertheless, the results found show the possibility and feasibility of producing complex, large 

and functional parts [19]. 

However, researches on which materials are applicable to fabricate WAAM parts are being developed 

only with solid wires and it is important to retain that the deposition rates found are for solid wires. 

When researching, no document or evidence of flux-cored wires in WAAM was found. Thus, further 

comparisons must be established between what was found for solid wires, rather than for flux-cored 

ones. 

 

2.5. Flux Cored Arc Welding process (FCAW) 

Essentially there are two types of flux-cored wires: the self-shielded and the gas-shielded. Both types 

of wires are composed by an outer sheath and filled with flux as seen in Figure 12, a compound that is 

a mixture of alloys. The flux ingredients in the core perform multiple functions: 1) They deoxidize and 

denitrify the molten metal; 2) Form a protective slag, which also shapes the bead; 3) Add alloying 

elements to the weld metal to produce desired mechanical properties; 4) Affect welding characteristics 

(i.e. deep penetration characteristics and high deposition rates).  Flux-cored wires operate on 

constant-voltage DC power sources.  

 

Figure 12 - Cross section of flux-cored wire [38]. 

 

All flux-cored wires present similar characteristics, such as the ability to form a protective slag over the 

weld, which gives the possibility to weld in all positions. In flat and horizontal positions, flux-cored 

wires show higher deposition rates comparing with solid wires, which is a desirable feature to Additive 

Manufacturing. Furthermore, its properties help handling contaminants on the substrate plate, 

requiring less pre-cleaning than other electrodes. Both are consumable electrodes and have the ability 

to weld thick materials. Flux-cored wires also provide good mechanical properties, such as high-

strength welds and strong impact values, and can be alloyed to match different base materials.  

A disadvantage of these wires is that, since they produce slag, most of them require post weld 

cleaning, so the slag must be removed by chipping or wire brushing between weld passes, while 
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others may naturally come off when cooling down. Despite this issue, the slag removal is easy with 

this type of wire.  

Some problems when using flux-cored electrode wires include slag inclusion or cracks in the welds; a 

melted contact tip may occur if the electrode contacts the base metal and fuses the two together; if 

gases do not escape the welded area before the metal hardens, the weld may develop holes and 

become porous [39]. 

Flux-cored wires are also available for hardfacing.  

 

2.5.1. FCAW-G 

Gas-shielded flux-cored wires core ingredients do not provide any protection from the atmosphere, but 

rather the FCAW-G process relies completely on an external shielding gas around the arc to do this, 

as shown in Figure 13. To weld with these wires, it is required either pure CO2 or a mixture of 

argon/CO2. The most common blend used is 75% Argon and 25% Carbon Dioxide. Using straight 

carbon dioxide offers good penetration, but may create more spatter and a less stable arc; a mixture of 

argon/CO2 provides good arc quality and lower spatter levels, but typically provides less penetration 

[40]. 

 

Figure 13 - FCAW-G process [40]. 

 

2.5.2. FCAW and CMT 

Normally, flux-cored wires are not associated with CMT, and no research was found with these two 

components for WAAM applications. A single article was found regarding welded joints whose porosity 

was minimized by the use of a flux-cored wire with the CMT technology [41]. 
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As CMT is a cold process, compared to GMAW, this process is utilized for when the heat input needs 

to be low thanks to its mechanism that only introduces heat for a very brief period during the arc-

burning phase, making it possible to weld seams without root-side drop-through. Also, the short circuit 

is controlled and the current is kept low, resulting in a spatter-free material transfer. As for FCAW, the 

amount of spatter and penetration can be adjusted with the shielding gas used. CMT also improves 

the welding in different positions due to the stable arc, whereas for GMAW this task would be difficult. 

FCAW already provides the possibility to weld in all positions because of the protection that the slag 

offers to the weld pool. 

For these reasons, the combination of a flux-cored wire with CMT does not appear to produce better 

results than with GMAW.  

However, CMT allows users to achieve optimum results when joining different materials, for example 

steel and aluminium. Furthermore, in conventional GMAW the surface of the workpiece and the 

welding speed can both have a very marked effect on the stability of the arc, whereas for CMT, the arc 

length is acquired and adjusted mechanically, meaning that the arc remains stable, no matter what the 

surface of the workpiece is like.  

 

2.6. Metal Hardfacing 
Hardfacing, also known as hardsurfacing, consists in the application of wear-resistant metal to a new 

part’s surface in order to protect it from impact and abrasion or for rebuilding and restore old or worn-

out parts, by a weld overlay or thermal spray process. Depending on the type of wear to prevent and 

the base material in which the layers of metal will be deposited, the right hardfacing metal should be 

applied. Applications for wear control vary widely, ranging from very severe abrasive wear service, to 

minimize metal-to-metal wear, where few millimeters of wear can make a difference. Hardfacing can 

also be applied to control combinations of wear and corrosion. It is even applied to possible critical 

wear areas of new equipment or during reclamation of parts. These alloys are referred as buildup 

alloys because are not designed to resist wear but to return a worn part back to, or near, its original 

dimensions. They can also provide adequate support for subsequent layers of more wear-resistant 

hardfacing alloys. [42] 

In what concerns hardfacing using GMAW, it is recommended a globular transfer for lower penetration 

and dilution, comparing with spray transfer. Globular transfer is characterized by disperse large metal 

drops or balls along the molten pool, whereas spray transfer is a dispersion of fine molten metal drops 

and can be characterized as a smooth-sounding transfer, desirable in joining applications in which is 

required good penetration. [40] 

Hardfacing materials include a wide variety of alloys, but for the most part, hardfacing alloys are iron, 

nickel, or cobalt-base, and tungsten.  Microstructurally, hardfacing alloys generally consist of hard 
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phase precipitates such as borides, carbides, or intermetallic bound in a softer iron-base, nickel-base, 

or cobalt-base alloy matrix. 

Iron-base hardfacing alloys are more common than cobalt-base and/or nickel-base hardfacing alloys 

and constitute the largest volume use of hardfacing alloys. Since the hardfacing alloy to be studied is 

of an iron-base, the scope of this research will only focus on these types of hardfacing electrodes. 

Welding consumables for hardfacing are classified according to standard EN 14700 designations [43]. 

The majority of iron-base hardfacing alloys can be classified as [44], [45]: 

• Pearlitic steels – Essentially low-alloy steels with minor adjustments in composition to 

achieve weldability. These filler metals contain low carbon, a maximum 0,2% C and low 

amounts of other alloying elements (for example, up to 2% Cr), resulting in a pearlitic 

structure. They are produced for use in the rebuilding of carbon steel or low-alloy steel 

machinery parts back to size, as buildup overlays. Typically, this group of alloys has high 

impact and compression resistance.  Hardness after welding goes around 250HV.  

• Austenitic manganese steels – Steels with 12 to 15% Mn have a soft austenitic structure 

with hardness values of 200HV. These alloys can be subdivided into low-chromium and high-

chromium alloys. Low-chromium alloys usually contain up to 4% Cr and 12% to 15% Mn and 

some nickel or molybdenum and are used to build up manganese steel machinery parts 

subjected to high impact. High-chromium austenitic steels, which may normally contain 12% to 

17% Cr and around 15% Mn, are used for the buildup and joining of austenitic manganese 

steels as well as carbon and low-alloy steels.  

• Martensitic steels – This group, similar to tool steel has a hardness between 460 to 750 HV. 

The carbon content of the martensitic steels ranges up to 0,7%. Other elements such as 

molybdenum, tungsten, nickel and chromium (up to 12%) are added to increase hardenability 

and strength and to promote martensite formation. They offer good resistance to wear from 

thermal fatigue and to corrosion and are specially applied for metal-to-metal and abrasive 

wear. However, the impact resistance of martensitic steels is inferior to that of pearlitic or 

austenitic alloys, but there is a compensating increase in hardness and resistance to abrasive 

wear. 

• High-alloy irons – Represents the alloys with compositions of chromium between 

approximately 6 and 35 wt%, and with carbon varying from approximately 2 to 6 wt%. Other 

possible alloying additions include molybdenum, manganese, and silicon. The hardness range 

for high-chromium irons typically from 565 to 800 HV. Considering its applications, this group 

of alloys can be divided in low-carbon (2 to 3% C), which are usually selected for situations 

involving moderate abrasion and impact, and in higher-carbon (4 to 6% C) that are used in 

applications involving severe abrasion and little or no impact. In terms of microstructure, the 

high-chromium irons forms M7C3 carbide in abundance during solidification and contain 

chromium, iron, and molybdenum, if present. The matrix around these carbide particles can be 
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austenitic, pearlitic, or martensitic [46]. These carbides are formed when high amounts of 

chromium (greater than 18%) and carbon (greater than 3%) are present. These elements form 

hard carbides (chromium carbides) that resist abrasion. However, in this type of alloys it is 

common to appear cracks across the weld (perpendicular to the bead length), or check-

cracks, when cooled to moderate temperatures (see Figure 14). These cracks are not 

detrimental because they do not penetrate into the tougher base metal, and they are the result 

of high stresses induced by the contraction of weld metal as it cools, so the deposits 

frequently check-crack to help relieve stress from welding. That is why these alloys are limited 

to two or three layers. Usually, austenitic and martensitic families do not crack when applied 

with proper welding procedures [47]. 

  

Figure 14 - Example of check-cracking. 

 

With carbon content lower than 0,7% and a chromium lower than 12%, and showing correspondent 

hardness values, the hardfacing alloy studied in this article fits in the martensitic steel group. 

 

2.7.  Additive manufacturing of wear resistance 

parts 
Depending on the application, WAAM parts require specific features. Whenever parts need to be 

resistant to wear, hardfacing could be posteriorly applied as explained in the preview section. 

However, this concept could be extended to additively fabricate parts, where hardfacing metal in the 

form of wire can be used to deposit the desire shape for wear applications. On this subject very few 

studies can be found in literature devoted to explore the wear of additive manufacturing parts. 

Although wear resistance is studied as a measure to understand the wear behavior of an additive part 

and to compare to wrought similar parts, the intent found in the articles is not to build components for a 

wear demanding situation. 

Ceramic components have been produced through additive manufacturing for wear applications [48]. 

However, the offer of literature regarding metal additive manufactured parts is scarce. An article on 
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additive manufactured tool steel discs subjected to wear in contact with aluminiumn alloy shows that 

the AM discs had, on average, a hardness of 599 HV, a value that is slightly greater than the typical 

hardness values for the bulk material, of 557 HV. The slightly greater hardness of the AM tool steel 

indicated a lower wear rate than bulk tool steel [49]. In the biomedical field, the wear resistance is 

studied for titanium alloys that usually present a low wear resistance to the combined action of body 

fluids and micro-motions. A comparison on different deposition methods showed a higher hardness, 

229 HV, for the SLM produced sample, while the WAAM sample presented the lowest value, 190 HV. 

Nevertheless, all the AM produced titanium samples showed higher hardness than those of the cast 

and the greatest wear resistance was observed for the SLM sample [50], [51]. 

The remaining articles found correlate wear tests with the samples’ hardness as a measure to assess 

mechanical proprieties. For example, for both stainless steel 304 and mild steel ER70S samples fall 

within, or slightly exceed, the wrought material expected hardness, decreasing the wear rates. For the 

stainless steel samples, hardness of around 200 HV are common and for the mild steel, values of 130 

to 160 HV [52]. Two wire deposited Ni-Cu alloys also showed similar behavior: an increased in the 

hardness led to lower mass loss in wear tests, meaning that the wear resistance observed was higher. 

However, in this particular study, the deposits showed a lower hardness compared to the wrought 

metal, decreasing from 170 HV to 150 HV for Monel K500 and from 170 HV to 135 HV for FM60 

depositions [53].  

 

2.8. Additive manufacturing of multi-metal 
structures 

Nowadays, most industries are focused on construction of 3D parts of single materials, however for 

some applications, the usage of only one metal on one part can limit the full potential if that part was 

built with more than one metal. It can increase the part’s lifespan and performance, as well as greater 

design flexibility. It can also bring economical advantages, as expensive materials with specific 

properties can be used in critical locations. Furthermore, comparing with the conventional joint 

processes of different metals, additive manufacturing of metals can create superior bonds between the 

metals since there are no weld seams causing stress concentration [54]. 

Instead of conventionally weld two metals together, additive manufacturing can, layer by layer, 

introduce other metal to the one deposited bellow. This allows a graded homogeneous mixture, 

contrary to an abrupt change from metal to metal. Functionally gradient materials (FGM) can be made 

by depositing different composition of the metals at a specific location to locally increase performance. 

When combining dissimilar materials, though, many design factors such as material thicknesses and 

joint design need to be considered to create a strong, long-lasting bond. Differences in thermal 

behaviors such as thermal expansion and contraction, and disparity in cooling rates during 

manufacturing and the real-life application, limit the part’s integrity. 
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Gradient structures have been made using powder-based direct deposition, where the Laser 

Deposition (LD) is the most common process used. This process operates by flowing metallic powder 

under the focal point of a laser where it melts and solidifies on a substrate at a controllable rate. The 

gradient changes from one metal to another are achieved because LD systems allow for up to four 

feedstock nozzles to deliver powder to the laser, as seen in Figure 15. The powders can be changed 

at any time during fabrication or different powders can be pre-mixed and then deposited in a single 

stream. However, when mixing different metals, a special care should be given to the metal’s 

compatibility regarding coefficients of thermal expansion, melting temperatures, and thermal 

conductivities to ensure that the deposited material will bond to the previously deposited one [54]. 

 

Figure 15 - LD process' build head with four feedstock nozzles [55]. 

 

Figure 16 shows a graded metal part, an automobile valve stem. This part is normally made using 

Inconel 625 friction welded to 304L stainless steel, and it is often prone to failure due to abrupt 

transition in the weld. The finite element model (Figure 17) shows that at 727ºC the stress at the joint 

of the friction welded part has an approximately ten times higher stress than the compositionally 

graded alloy [55]. 

  

Figure 16 – Fabrication of graded metal valves stem [55]. 
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Figure 17 - Finite element model of two valve steams [55]. Left is made with graded composition. Right 
was friction welded.  

 

Graded metals parts can also be fabricated with wire feed direct deposition, such as Laser metal wire 

deposition. However, limitations may be imposed when designing a part due to the number of wire 

feeders available and whether the material can be fed in wire form. The parts can be manufactured by 

combination of different wires or even by combining wire with metallic powders from a separate feed. 

Once again, attention should be given to the metals properties to see its compatibility. For instance, 

uneven heat dissipation in a joint comprising two metals with widely differing thermal conductivity can 

lead to failure and large differences in thermal expansion can lead to the formation of large residual 

stresses, with implications for fatigue properties and strength properties [56]. 

Concerning the build up of graded multi-metal structures with Wire and Arc Additive Manufacturing, no 

major reportedly documents or research have been found to this date, only two copper and steel parts 

produced by Cranfield University, as shown in Figure 18, and samples built using alternating feed 

wires of commercially-pure Ti and Ti-6Al-4V, as seen in Figure 19. These titanium
 
alloy-alloy 

composite samples showed hardness levels substantially lower (with average values from 200 HV to 

260HV) than that of conventional Ti-6Al-4V WAAM (hardness values from 340 to 370 HV), result of the 

mixing between the alloys [57], [58].  

 

Figure 18 - Copper and steel parts [57] 
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Figure 19 – Schematic of the dual alternating alloy WAAM deposition strategy employed for sample 
fabrication [58]. 

 

2.9. Summary 
Joining the benefits of an Additive Manufacture technology, with design flexibility, rapid response to the 

market and product individualization, WAAM promises a large deposition rate of metal, fulfilling a gap 

in other metal additive technologies, allied with the low cost equipment material. 

However, the nature of wire and arc introduces problems, similar to what is found in regular welding, 

such as residual stresses and part deformation. These problems have been studied and must be 

minimized for part accuracy, although WAAM should be applied to parts of low to medium complexity. 

Key factors are the deposition strategy used, that should belittle heat accumulation, the choice of the 

right wire and the welding process for the application in question. For the particular following 

experiment GMAW and its variation, CMT, will be explored. 

Literature research done in section 2.4 showed the main metals studied with successfully WAAM 

fabricated parts and with steels deposition rates that can reach 5 kg/h for solid wires [3]. However, 

although steel parts have already been fabricated without cracks, porosity or lack of fusion, to the best 

knowledge of the author, any part was ever produced with flux-cored wires or neither were these wires 

studied in WAAM. Much less a hardfacing wire that, when deposited, could be used for wear 

resistance applications due to its high hardness, with superior hardness than the ones documented 

and showed at section 2.7. Through the composition of the wire, possible problems were identified and 

what to expect when welding it, at section 2.6. 

At last, the state of the art of two or more composed metal parts made by additive manufacturing 

revealed that very few graded parts were constructed by WAAM. There is not much information of 

graded metal parts available, however compatibility problems were identified and when choosing the 
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materials to combine, factors such as thermal expansion should be taken into account. Despite no 

gradient will be studied with the two metals (due to the narrow resources, as only one robot and torch 

are available), the objective is to construct a two metal part with WAAM, without defects. 

Thus, this work envisages the introduction of a new metal wire with greater deposition rate, and 

different appealing proprieties. It is also the goal to contribute and widen the industrial applications of 

WAAM by presenting the compatibility of two different metals deposited with this technology, 

enhancing its flexibility and applications.  
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3. Materials and Methodology 
The aim of this work is to successfully introduce a flux-cored wire in the WAAM world, for that purpose 

a flux-cored steel hardfacing wire was used. Voestalpine supplied the wire used in this work, the UTP 

AF Robotic 600 Flux-cored wire. 

The UTP AF Robotic 600 Flux-cored wire is typically applied for steel hardfacing in order to achieve 

higher deposition rates compared to laser hardfacing processes. This type of wire is used for coating 

steel parts, improving its wear and impact properties. Thus, the present work envisages the use of a 

hardfacing steel consumable wire in wire and arc additive manufacturing, allowing the production of 

single or multi material parts, with high wear resistance.  

As it was never used a fluxed cored wire in addictive manufacturing, the objective is to overcome the 

challenges of constructing a functional 3D part with good structural integrity and mechanical 

proprieties. In order to achieve this goal, the optimal choice of the process parameters and process 

procedures is a key issue while process stability, surface quality of the weld deposits, and material’s 

structure integrity are taken into account. 

Prospects are to use a flux-cored wire combined with its hardfacing property in depositing full and 

dense parts of this material, or even to coat manufactured and WAAM produced parts. So, this metal 

will be studied in addition to other metal, a low carbon steel, with high ductility and low hardness, to 

test its compatibility. 

 

3.1. Materials and Equipment 
Linear deposits were made using UTP AF Robotic 600 flux-cored welding wire with 1.2 mm of 

diameter, whose chemical composition is shown in Table 2. This is the main material used and the 

focus of the parameter research study. 

The datasheet of the UTP wire presents some typical welding parameters for 1.2mm wire diameter, 

which were considered as a starting point for the research. Afterwards, these parameters were 

changed in order to study a parameter range where sound and even deposits could be obtained for 

Wire and Arc Additive Manufacturing. Table 1 shows the Voestalpine suggested parameters for 

horizontal position. The datasheet also reveals that the wire is capable of being welded in all welding 

positions. Furthermore, the classification of the wire by the EN 14700 standard is T Fe8. 

Carbon steel plates with 20 mm thickness have been used as substrate to perform the experiments. 

The dimensions of these plates may differ accordingly to the length chosen to the linear deposits, 

given also enough space for clamping it to the welding table. The plates were mechanically cleaned 

and then fixed on the workbench before the deposition process. 
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Table 1 - Typical welding parameters 

Wire feed speed (m/min)   6.5 

Amperage (A)   250 

Voltage (V)   28 

Travel Speed (cm/min)   30 

Stick-out (mm)   15-18 

Polarity   =+ 

Shielding gas M21 (L/min)   18 

 

Two different shielding gas mixtures were analysed during Wire Arc deposition. According to the 

manufacture recommendations, a mixture composed of CO2 (18%) and Argon (82%) has been used 

as protecting gas. Afterwards, a mixture composed of CO2 (2%) and Argon (98%) was used as 

shielding gas. The importance of an adequate shielding gas is therefore shown in the results. The 

usage of a non recommended gas, with less CO2, and therefore with a higher percentage of Argon, is 

shown relevant to determine the effects of the mixture on the quality of the weld surface, the 

penetration, the amount of fumes generated and the quantity of spatter created. 

Regarding the part of the work where two materials were combined, the bottom material deposit was a 

low carbon steel, the 1.2mm wire ER70S-6 and on the top of it, the UTP AF was deposited (see Table 

2 for composition). In these set of experiments, only the gas mixture of CO2 (18%) and Argon (82%) 

was used for the both materials, as both had this gas as recommended by the manufacture company. 

 

Table 2 – Chemical composition of the wire metals, wt% 

 C Mn P S Si Cu Cr 

UTP AF Robotic 600 0.45 0.4 -- -- 3.0 -- 9.0 

ER70S-6 0.09 1.65 0.012 0.018 0.95 0.35 -- 

 

Figure 20 shows the experimental set up used in this investigation for wire arc additive 

manufacturing, placed at the Manufacturing and Process Technology Laboratory, in IST (Instituto 

Superior Técnico). The setup uses a Fronius power source and wire-feeder (1), substrate plate (2), 

shielding gas (3), 6-axis KUKA robot (4), computer (behind the green filter screen), grinder (Dremil) (5) 

and jigs (6). In some tests a propane blowtorch, for pre-heating purposes, and a thermocouple.  
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Figure 20 - Set up of the experiment. 

 

3.2. Experimental Procedure 

In order to produce sound and reliable deposits different tests were carried out, where process 

parameters and procedures were changed several times. The overall procedure is here presented, but 

it may differ from stage to stage, as the conditions and goals were continually changing and improving.   

The following strategy was followed: 

1. Deposition of single layers using different operation modes (CMT and standard MAG) and 

different process parameters, namely the wire feed speed (WFS) and the travel speed (TS). 

These tests envisage the determination of a set of working process parameters that gives 

origin to sound and regular deposits, the optimal parameters.  

2. Wall deposition with the parameters identified in the previous steps. 

3. Block fabrication using different deposition strategies (explained at the respective stage). 

4. Samples characterization. 
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Throughout each stage experiment, these main parameters were constant: 

• The shielding gas used and its flow rate, which was kept constant at 18 l/min, as 

recommended in the datasheet of the material;  

• The distance between the contact tip and the previous layer. To obtain an approximately 

constant distance the torch had to rise more at the first two or three layers (as they were 

higher) than at the subsequent layers. So at the first trials, during the waiting time, the height 

and width of each layer were measured and then the cycle was programed on the robot with 

this incremental height adjustment. This kept the stick-out constant at 18mm. 

 

The variable parameters were: 

• The Wire Feed Speed (WFS); 

• Travel Speed (TS), and consequently the ratio between these two parameters (WFS/TS). That 

ratio was varied between 3 to 22; 

• The waiting time between each layer: It had to be adjusted since the needed time to cool 

down the surface and the time needed for the slag to come off varied with the thermal input 

given;  

• In some tests, a brush was also used to remove the slag, while in others a grinder (Dremil) 

was used. To test the benefits of these cleaning techniques, some tests were carried out 

without slag removal. 

 

3.2.1. Samples characterization 

Each sample was characterized by means of its microstructural analysis. Eye observation, macro and 

microscopic evaluation were employed in order to search for defects, such as porosities, cracks or 

lack of fusion.  

After a set of tests/experiments, the following procedure was followed: 

1. Samples cut by EDM, due to the high hardness associated with the hardfacing material; 

2. Polishing and etching; 

3. Macro and Microscopy Observation using optical microscope; 

4. Hardness tests. 
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Following the procedure, all samples prepared for metallographic inspection were first sectioned by 

electrical discharge machining (EDM cutting). Other cutting procedures could induce thermal or plastic 

deformations to the samples. Samples had to be cut with a thickness of no more that 10mm, so it was 

possible to hot polish them. 

The samples were then taken to ISQ (Instituto de Soldadura e Qualidade), where were hot polished 

during 9 min in hot (at 180ºC) and 9 min in cold. After, the surface samples were grinded using the 

following procedure: grinding with 80, 120, 220, 320, 500 and 1000 grit sand paper. Several polishing 

steps followed sample grinding: application of diamond paste of 6 µm, finished with 1 µm. 

To etch the samples, most of them followed the next procedure (were the procedure is not followed, it 

is given an indication): First, a solution of Nital 2% (98ml of alcohol and 2 ml of nitric acid) was used to 

contrast the substrate during 10s; Next, and following the E 407 – 99  Standard Practice for 

Microetching Metals and Alloys, the reagent used to etch the deposits was the Vilella (100ml alcohol, 

5ml hydrochloric acid and 1gr picric acid).  

After sample preparation, metallographic investigation was performed on a Zeiss microscope. 

Micrographs were taken at 50x, 100x, 200x and 500x magnification. 

Vickers hardness tests on the WAAM deposit sections were performed using a Struers Duramin Vicker 

hardness indenter following the indent layout in Figure 21. The indentations were made along the 

central line with a load of 1kg during 10s. On most of the cases, the test was carried out from half of 

the substrate to the top of the wall, and with 1mm spacing. Some indentations were made with 0,5mm 

spacing at critical transition areas, depending on the situations. 

 

Figure 21 - Hardness test: vertical measurment points. 
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4. Results and Discussion 
Three progressive stages were made to understand the viability of using a flux-cored wire in WAAM. 

First of all, after parameter optimization, wall deposition was made. Thereafter, the research moved to 

block construction. The deposition with two metals and its analysis followed. At last, the fourth stage 

involved the deposition of a two metal part. 

 

4.1. Wall deposition 

These sets of tests were preformed under the influence of the recommended gas (18% CO2) by the 

EN ISO 14175:M21 standard.  

The distance between the contact-tip and the work plate was overall kept constant at 18mm. This was 

possible by, in the first depositions of each specimen, measuring the thickness layer by layer. Some 

diversions of this measure were tested to make sure that the right stick-out was used. As different 

welding parameters produce different bead dimensions, the process was repeated at each change of 

parameters. 

It was made a preliminary study on the parameters and procedures to obtain sound and stable beads. 

Thus, all of the parameters were kept constant, except for the waiting time, the Wire Feed Speed 

(WFS) and the Travel Speed (TS). Concerning the waiting time, 30s were used for the initial trials but 

afterwards, the waiting time had to be increased in the subsequent tests to 180s in order to give the 

time needed for the slag to come off between layers. 

 

4.1.1. Results 

Flux-cored wires are known for being welded at GMAW mode and it was the first mode applied. 

However, CMT proved excellent results, with a more stable arc and less spatter. Also, the superficial 

quality of the weld improved significantly.  From what was found in section 2.5.2 this effect may be due 

to the combination of several factors. As CMT and FCAW both promote a more stable arc and less 

spatter associated, these two combined improved the beads superficies when compared with GMAW. 

Also, GMAW is sensible to the work piece surface, as it does not adapt, so to weld on top of another 

bead, a new surface that is more irregular than the substrate plate, could evidence errors along a 

wall’s height. For CMT though, the arc length is adjusted mechanically, proving a more stable arc. 

In its majority, the tests were carried out with bidirectional deposition, which permits a balanced wall, 

with constant height. The walls were built with 6 layers and 120mm of length. 

The first goal of this work was to determine a sufficiently complete record of different parameters for 

both thinner and thicker beads, which would allow future parts construction with different geometries. 
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The parameters optimization for CMT mode has lead to the results found in Table 3, considered to be 

the best results by visual inspection due to the sane superficial aspect of the weld. For more detailed 

information on the parameters used in this investigation, see Appendix. 

Table 3 - Parameters optimization 

 WFS [m/min] WFS/TS Thickness [mm] 

Normal bead 6,5 21,67 13 

Thinner beads 5 20 10,8 

 5 15 9,5 

 4 10 7,4 

 4 5 4,8 

 3 5 4,3 

Weaving  5 10 9,2 

 

The deposition rate, that relates the amount of metal, in kilograms, deposited by hour, was calculated 

for the “normal bead” parameters. It is given by the weight difference of the substrate plate without and 

with deposition, divided by the deposition time. It was obtained a deposition rate equal to 4,5 kg/h. 

Comparing this value with the maximum found in the literature for solid steel wires deposition, 5 kg/h, 

the flux-cored wire did not surpass the highest deposition rate. However the 5 kg/h was obtained for a 

stainless steel wire, with a different density of the deposited flux-cored wire studied. Thus, further 

process parameters for wider beads and larger WFS need to be studied in the future [3].  

The efficiency obtained for the wire was 100%, meaning that all of the metal was transferred from the 

wire to the plate. 

Regarding the beads with lower width, where some examples are showed in Figure 22, the results 

were considered satisfactory (smooth surface and regular seamed), yet some revealed a few spatters. 

Afterwards new tests were made to master the weaving deposition technique. The better results were 

achieve for a WFS=5m/min and a ratio of 10, being TS0 (equivalent travel speed, explain at section 

2.3.2) equal to 0,0083m/s. 

A fundamental part of this research involved determining the effect that the slag could have on the 

integrity of the weld, therefore in some tests it was used a grinder (Dremil) to remove slag layer after 

layer, while in others that procedure was not used.  
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Figure 22 - Appearance of thinner specimens 

 

Thereafter, a wall with 40 layers was built (Figure 23 nr 32), which indicates the possibility of 

constructing parts entirely from this material, as this wire was only applied with a couple of layers to 

this date. 

 

Figure 23 – Wall deposition. Specimen nr 27: no slag removal. Specimen nr 29: slag removal with 
grinding. Specimen nr 32: 40 layer wall.  
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4.1.2. Metallurgical analysis 

To analyze the metallurgy of the samples produced, these had to be cut by EDM, and then hot 

polished, sanded and contrasted. 

The thinner specimens obtained are defect free, no cracks are shown and the microstructure evolution 

along the height is identic, however more homogeneous than the ones with normal bead parameters. 

Nonetheless, some feature interdenditric contraction at the top layer, as seen in Figure 24 and Figure 

25. 

 

Figure 24 - Section of thinner specimens, nr 20 and nr 22 

 

Figure 25 - Detail of specimen nr 20 (left) and nr 22 (right). Denditric shrinkage is evident. 

 

Concerning the weaving specimen analyzed (Figure 26), this one shows an inclusion (Figure 26 a)) at 

the first layer of deposited material, next to the Heat Affected Zone (HAZ), probably slag that came off 

from a deposit nearby. Better cleaning should be applied to the substrate between wall deposition. At 
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the top, the last applied layers, the phenomenon of shrinkage cavity appears more severally (Figure 

26 b)), which can be critical after several deposits, favoring crack formation. 

 

Figure 26 – Left: Section of weaving wall deposit. Right: Details a) inclusion; b) shrinkage cavities. 

 

Regarding the effect that the slag removing could have, two samples with 6 layers each can be 

compared as they were fabricated with the rigorous same parameters. One (number 29 of Figure 27) 

was cleaned with grinding between layers but on the other (number 27 of Figure 27) slag was not 

removed, rather just lightly brushed to facilitate the process. Visually it is perceptible by Figure 23 that 

the wall nr 27 still presents slag at the last layer and the wall nr 29 has a smother and shiny surface.  

The use of the same parameters along the wall’s height explain why the first two or three layers have 

lower width compared to the following layers, as the heat extraction is more efficient through the 

substrate, gaining a more rigid shape. So, to have less side surface wall variations, different 

parameters should be used at the bottom part of the wall. 

Also the grinded welded wall, nr 29, is considerably more uniform at its width than the wall deposited 

without grinding, nr 27. The uniformity phenomenon may occur because the introduction of a grinding 
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machine at the cooling stage of the bead slightly deforms it, accommodating the material to the sides. 

That uniformity can be seen by correlation between the total wall width (TWW) and effective wall width 

(EWW). TWW is the largest width that could be achieved in the deposition and EWW is the actual wall 

width that can be obtained after machining the WAAM part. These parameters allow the study of the 

deposition geometry, its uniformity and permit an estimation of the material wastage after machining. A 

considerable difference between TWW and EWW implies a lot of machining and lower buy-to-fly ratio. 

In this particular case, for specimen nr 27, the maximum difference between these values was 3,1 

mm, whereas for specimen nr 29 the difference is 1,4 mm, less than half of the value obtained without 

grinding, showing that the grinding has a smother effect on the side waviness and surface.  

Furthermore, WAAM parts often require finishing procedures, such as machining, as the surface finish 

requirements are higher than the deposition made by WAAM. The amount of material to be removed 

can be determined by the difference between TWW and EWW and is defined as the surface waviness 

(SW) that is calculated by: 

!" = !"" − !""
2  (3) 

 

Figure 27 - Left: Macro of specimen 27 (without slag removal). Right: macro of specimen 29 (with slag 
removal). 
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However, comparisons of the microscopic results obtained from sample nr 27 and sample nr 29 

revealed that no significant differences were observed, as seen in Figure 28. Figure 28 a) shows a 

more dendritic growth of the grain than both of the b) figures; this effect on b) figures is a consequence 

of the heat treatment that the previous layer suffered when adding a new one on top of that. Also, at b) 

figures it is perceptible the direction of the grain growth, to the right. 

The microstructure revealed a predominant martensitic structure and evidences of carbides. 

Thus, in a microstructural point of view, the micrographics show that this modification add no other 

major benefit, apart from the improved surface finishing and less surface waviness. In most of the 

materials used, the introduction of a grinder appears to be unnecessary since WAAM parts often 

require one last machining. Furthermore, to apply the Dremil it is needed waiting time for the surface 

to cool down so that no harm is done to the grinder machine. This waiting time is also needed for the 

slag to come off by itself, so in a time saving view there is also no added benefit. 

However, having a smother surface could be essential to improve buy-to-fly ratios, and this could be 

especially important when machining this metal. The deposited UTP AF Robotic 600 wire is associated 

to high hardness values so it can be difficult to machine, essentially when its machinability is grinding 

only, reason why the samples had to be EDM cut. The smoother the surface of the wall, the less time it 

will take to machine the part until the final shape is achieved. 

In an automatic perspective, the microstructure results show that the usage of a flux-cored wire can be 

applied to the construction of big parts, since there is no need to install a device that removes the slag 

as the deposition is made. As the first layer is deposited, the slag will have naturally come off by the 

time when the process is repeated for the second layer, on top of the first; the waiting time needed will 

have already passed. On the other hand, if low machining times and lower buy-to-fly ratios are what is 

needed then slag removal by grinding should be considered. 
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Figure 28 - Identical microstructure for both specimens: a) middle; b) right bottom. The areas are marked 
at Figure 27. 

  

The right part of Figure 29 represents the micrography of the 40 layers wall deposition (sample nr 32 

at Figure 23), where it can be seen the dendritic martensitic structure. Concerning the interface 

between two layers, it is observed a more defined grain limits and a higher amount of precipitates; this 

is due to the HAZ of each layer, meaning that when depositing another layer on top of a previous one, 

it is formed a HAZ at each layer and this effect is perceptible at the macrography of sample nr 32, 

where darker lines appear between layers (Figure 29). As the last deposited layers tend to dissipate 

the heat more easily, the previous ones undergo a thermal cycle, creating the intermetallic 

precipitates. This cycle process is repeated in subsequent depositions, heat-treating the metal due to 

the heat conduction from the molten pool to the former weld bead. This special heat treatment 

changes the hardness due to overprecipitation and increases the carbide precipitations amount, as a 

result of the high thermal delivery associated.  

Nevertheless, no pores or inclusions were found, or even the evidence of cracks. 
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Figure 29 – Left: Macrography of specimen nr 32. Right: Micrographic details a) top; b) middle. 

 

In Figure 29, at the middle of the sample, it is noted a prominence of metal, and that was due to an 

operation error that set the robot to half of its speed. Because of that, the maximum difference 
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between the TWW and the EWW is 4,2 mm. However, if that bump is neglected, the difference comes 

down to 2,1 mm, which would require a machining of about 1mm on each side if a smooth surface is 

what is required. 

Despite this mishap, the deposition was carried out to the end of the 40 layers and it was interesting 

seeing that in this area, due to the overheat delivered, the amount of precipitates has increased. From 

this, it can be concluded that lower speed, with the same WFS, traduces in more thermal delivery, 

which increases the amount of carbides.  

 

4.1.3. Hardness tests 

Hardness tests were applied to six specimens.  

With regard to specimens without grinding (nr 27) and with grinding (nr 29), the hardness test on both 

walls showed very similar values (see Figure 30).  

A vertical line on Figure 30 separates the substrate from the deposited layers. It can be observed a 

progression of the hardness value from about 250 HV, representing the substrate plate on the left of 

the vertical line, till it stabilizes at around 700 HV, from point 9,5 mm on. From these it can be 

extracted that to obtain a uniform hardness at a fabricated part, 5 mm of the bottom of the part should 

be machined. Another alternative is to construct the part on top of a similar hardness substrate. 

 

Figure 30 - Graphic with the microhardness results of specimens nr 27 and nr 29. 
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Although it can be seen in the graphic a displacement to the right on the blue dots comparing with the 

red ones, this can be justified by the difference in height of the specimens of about 1mm. If the last 

blue dot (coordinates (16.5, 623)) was put 1mm to the left it would be almost coincident with the last 

red dot (coordinates (15.5, 690)), and the curve would be practically overlapping. So no difference is 

seen in the hardness by grinding the sample. 

The hardness obtained at the last 6,5 mm of each specimen confirms the range given by the 

manufacture of the wire: 55 to 62 HRC (639 to 803 HV). Each sample has six layers, and having a 

height approximately of 10 mm, the last 3 layers correspond to the higher hardness measure. Thus, 

the wire fulfills the purpose of its design: to produce that range of hardness in three layers for 

hardfacing applications [6]. 

The hardness of the 40-layer wall was also measured. Same methodology was used, as the 

indentations were made along the central line with a load of 1kg during 10s. In this particular case, the 

measures were taken from bottom, right after the HAZ, till the end of the height’s specimen. 

Contrary to what expected, the values did not stabilize at around 700 HV. Figure 31 shows a great 

variability with a range obtained from 390 to 806 in a Vickers’ hardness scale. Values bellow 639 HV, 

the lowest hardness given by the manufacture, occurred frequently.  

The disparity of values can be justified by the carbide precipitation, due to the high content in carbon 

(0,45 %wt) that at high temperatures (above 426ºC) reacts with chromium, forming chromium carbide.  

This precipitation can reduce the corrosion resistance and lead to intergranular corrosion, weakening 

the metal, thus reducing its hardness. This is noted specifically at the HAZ of each layer [59], [60]. 

Keeping the weld temperature below 426ºC, which can be done by increasing the travel speed, can 

minimize this issue. Other alternative is to give enough waiting time to allow the cooling down of the 

surface’s weld, before proceeding to another pass [61].  

 

Figure 31 - Microhardness of specimen nr 32. 
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Figure 32 overlays the hardness test with the macrography, clearly showing that the darker areas 

present a minor hardness value, comparing with the lighter areas. This effect is even more noticed at 

the top and bottom of the specimen. At the bottom part, the heat dissipation is manly done by 

conduction through the substrate, whereas at the top part more heat is extracted by convection and 

radiation, as seen in Figure 33. At the middle of the specimen heat dissipation becomes less effective 

and heat accumulates in the building direction, as heat from the previous layers is introduced [62]. 

This thermal variations and heat extraction differences lead to inhomogeneous material proprieties 

and differences in the local microstructure, as previously showed in Figure 29. 

 

Figure 32 - Overlay of specimen's nr 32 hardness in its macrography. 

 

 

Figure 33 - Schematic diagram of the heat dissipation modes: conduction (Qcond), convection (Qconv) 
and radiation (Qrad) at a) the beginning of WAAM and b) at the top layers [62]. 

 

The effect of heat accumulation on the microstructure can also be seen on the thinner specimens 

case, where Figure 34 reveals that a higher hardness is obtained for these ones. However, as stated 

before, these specimens also showed shrinkage cavity where the hardness is higher. 

Thus, it is concluded that for higher thermal deliveries and/or slower cooling the hardness decreases, 

changing the microstructure. Nonetheless, for faster cooling, cracks are more likely to grow due to 

interdendritic contractions at the top. 
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Figure 34 -  Microhardness of specimens nr 20 and nr 22. 

 

 

With reference to the weaving wall hardness, displayed in Figure 35, in its first 10 mm presents a 

hardness below what expected from the manufacture values. Withal, it exhibits a more stable profile. 

 

Figure 35 - Microhardness of weaving wall specimen. 
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4.1.4. Influence of shielding gases 

To test the influence of the gas in the quality of the weld, a different gas was used to produce beads 

and walls and the results can be seen in Figure 36. The UTP AF Robotic 600 Flux-cored filler wire with 

a diameter of 1.2mm was used under a shielding gas mixture with 2% CO2 in Argon.  

Deposits were made using a gas with less amount of CO2 than the one recommended by the 

manufacturer. The reason in choosing a gas with less CO2, and not with more than the recommended 

gas, is that gases with more Argon percentage tend to produce fewer spatters that comes from a more 

stable arc, and with spray transfer mode. 

The stick-out was kept constant at 18mm and the WFS was tested under a range of 5 to 8m/min, 

whereas the TS was also changed between trials. 

Twenty-one trials were made, beginning from a low WFS, 4m/min, and varying the WFS/TS ratio. The 

best results start to appear at a WFS equal to 8. Based on this result, and changing the WFS/TS ratio 

from 20 to a ratio of 3, the more regular and smooth welding deposits were obtained for the ratio of 5, 

as shown in Figure 37, marked in orange. For this specific case, when reducing the ratio, and 

maintaining the WFS, the TS increased and less heat input was given to the deposit, producing more 

acceptable bead shapes. 

 

 

Figure 36 - Deposits made using Ar+2%CO2, showing a poor quality weld. 

 

From the different parameters tested the deposits made with a WFS of 8 and a ratio of 5 and 10 

presented the highest quality deposit (more uniform, smoother and an even shape). However, several 

adjustments were made to improve the bead shape. For example, parameters such as the stick-out 

were changed from 18 to 15, the waiting time increased from 30s to 180s. Slag removal between 

layers was assisted with a simple wire brush. 
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Contrary to what was seen using the recommended gas, the best results are shown for the Standard 

mode (GMAW), not CMT. 

For all the trials made, the first deposited layer seemed sound, however when more layers were 

added, the subsequent deposits became worst as the number of layers increased, up to a point where 

no more layers could be added. This may be because of the high heat input delivered to the weld that 

in the first and second layer could be extracted through the substrate and the surroundings; but the 

third and subsequent layers could only release the heat by convection with the air. Also, the gas did 

not prove to offer a better protection to the weld, as the arc was not entirely stable and some or even 

more spatter was observed. To counteract this effect, some deposits had a higher travel speed at the 

third and following layers. 

So, although some layers were successfully deposited, with this experiment it was clear that the right 

gas has a preponderant weight on the quality of the welds, no matter the parameters used. 

 

 

Figure 37 – Parameters experimented using Ar+2%CO2 shielding gas. Best results are marked by the 
orange dot.  
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4.2. Block fabrication 

In order to obtain a solid block, with a relatively flat and uniform surface, without accumulating 

geometrical errors and defects along the vertical when depositing several layers, it is necessary to 

determine an overlap ratio. Considering a single bead a parabola, the traditional flat-top overlapping 

model (FOM) states that to attain a flat deposition surface, the optimal center distance is d=0.667w. 

Being d the distance between the center of each bead and w the width of a welding bead, represented 

in Figure 38 

Although other models present a fine and a more stable overlapping process, the FOM model will be 

used in this paper due to its simplicity [63]. 

 

Figure 38 - Overlapping welding beads. 

  

!"#$%&' (%) = !"#$"% !"#$%&'(,!
!"#$ !"#$ℎ,!  

(4) 

 

Blocks were used in this research to comprehend the influence that the strategy used could have 

regarding the appearance of defects and the quality of the weld, both superficial and at a 

microstructural level. Three deposition strategies were implemented for regular beads and for weaving 

beads: oscillation, parallel, and crossed overlap. 

For oscillation and parallel deposition, bidirectional deposition was used, illustrated at Figure 39. 
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Figure 39 - Bidirectional deposition 

 

Concerning the cross overlap deposition, the path adopts the following schematic (see Figure 40). 

 

Figure 40 - Cross overlap deposition: c) top view; d) side view. 

 

4.2.1. Results 

Five final blocks were prepared for analyses. Concerning the blocks made with regular beads (shown 

in Figure 41), an overlap of 67% was indeed used, however for the two weaving blocks (seen in Figure 

42) an overlap of 67% produced an area of valley too big, resulting in an uneven surface, so it was 

experimentally obtained an optimal overlap of 55%. As explained in section 2.3.2 the weaving bead 

shape is different from the regular bead. 
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Figure 41 - Regular bead blocks. a) Oscillated; b) Parallel; c) Crossed Overlap. 

 

Figure 42 - Weaving bead blocks. a) Oscillated; b) Parallel. 

 

Contrary to what was said in section 4.1.1, with block construction it was clear that the slag had to be 

removed, even by brushing. As in wall deposition this problem is not relevant because the slag falls off 

to the sides and the following layer can be deposited on top without slag, given the right waiting time, 

in block fabrication the slag will be expelled to the adjacent area of the beam, where the torch will pass 

to deposit. So before the next pass, a pre-cleaning is needed. 

 

4.2.2. Metallurgical analysis 

After, in similarity with the description made in 4.1.2, the samples were cut by EDM, polished, etched 

and prepared for macro and microstructural analyses.  
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All of the tested samples presented cracks or microcraks (a crack usually only visible under the 

microscope (50x)), and also shrinkage cavities. The strategies that produced less internal 

imperfections were the oscillated and parallel regular bead blocks. On the contrary, weaving blocks 

exhibit sever cracks, as evident in Figure 43. 

 

Figure 43 - Macrography of a section from each of the block specimens. 

 

Concerning the regular bead oscillated block, this one has the better transition between beads, 

however, whenever cracks appear, they are located near these regions at the top and middle of the 

sample (the same happens to the other cases), as illustrated by Figure 44 a). At the first deposited 

layer of beads, cracks seem to propagate more easily from the root of the weld, progressing towards 

the top, as seen in Figure 44 b), e), f) and g). About the weaving specimens, this effect is aggravated, 

producing larger cracks, almost reaching the top. Also, the weaving blocks present cracks even within 

the beads, not only at the transition zone. It is clear that a different material should be used as 

substrate. 

Although weaving has proven to produce better results in comparison with regular oscillated and 

parallel deposition strategies for other wires (for example at [18]), in this case, as it is a flux-cored wire 

that overlays slag to protect the weld bead, the weaving movement can mix the flux ingredients at the 

weld pool. In this particular case, the weaving deposition is not beneficial, only detrimental, facilitating 

crack formation. 
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Figure 44 - Micrographic details from Figure 43. 
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Figure 44 d) details interdenditric shrinkage cavity due to contraction at the beads superposition. 

Providing longer cooling time could minimize this. If not minimized, could expand to what is seen in 

Figure 44 c), where the former cavity expanded due to the heat received by the following weld bead 

layer. 

The crossed overlap deposition arises in an attempt to improve the accommodation of residual 

stresses. However, the specimen tested showed that it was not a viable solution, since it produces 

more cracks than the oscillated and parallel deposition strategies. 

Considering the ISO 5817:2014 to assess the quality levels for imperfections, the samples produced 

by oscillated and parallel deposition are considered acceptable for the lowest required quality level 

about internal imperfections. Although cracks are not permitted at any quality level as stated in Figure 

45, in these specimens, cracks are only found at the bottom, arising from the substrate, and this would 

have to be machined and removed as well as the bottom layers. Regarding the micro-cracks, they are 

permitted and acceptable at any quality level. Concerning the shrinkage cavity, it is only acceptable to 

the D level, the lowest level, and if it not breaks of the surface; however issue does not arise.  

Nonetheless, this standard was designed for fusion-welded joints and not for WAAM application, but it 

can enlighten the severity of the imperfections found.  

 

Figure 45 - Table taken from [64]. 

 

4.2.3. Hardness tests 

All of the specimens tested showed a more irregular harness profile along the height, as seen in 

Figure 46 and Figure 47. Also, the deposition of adjacent weld beads changes the cooling cycle, 

turning it more complex (see Figure 48) comparing with simple wall deposition. Thus, multi-layer 

deposition, or even each of the deposition strategies used varies the heat transfer characteristics 

according with the building direction. This means that the heat transfer not only comes from the top, 

but also from the deposited sides. 
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Figure 46 - Microhardness of regular bead blocks. 

 

 

Figure 47 - Microhardness of weaving blocks. 

 

The microhardness profiles show an overall lower hardness, especially for the weaving blocks that do 

not even reach 700 HV. This difference supports the conclusion stated before: a lower cooling time, 

due to the successive deposition of adjacent beads, provides heat transfer to the already deposited 

beads. 
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Figure 48 - Schematic diagram of the heat dissipation modes: conduction (Qcond), convection (Qconv) 
and radiation (Qrad) at c) the deposition of adjacent weld beads [62]. 

 

However, no matter the deposition used or even if it is block fabrication or single wall deposition, all of 

the tested samples presented a higher average hardness than any other part or study samples found 

in literature. The highest documented hardness applied to wear applications corresponds to tool steel 

with an average hardness of 599 HV, as shown in section 2.7, whereas for oscillated block fabrication, 

for example, the average hardness value is 611 HV. 

 

4.2.4. Influence of shielding gases 

After these tests, blocks were built using the shielding gas mixture with 2% CO2 in Argon. Two blocks 

were produced with oscillation strategy and two with crossed overlap deposition (one is seen in Figure 

49 as an example). 

 

Figure 49 - Block specimen where the crossed overlap deposition is evident. 
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The parameters used are the ones previously obtained that produced the best deposits, comparing 

with the remains, for standard deposition mode, namely a WFS of 8 m/min and a WFS/TS ratio of 5, 

for the same stick-out (15mm). The waiting time was 180s and during this time brushing of the block 

layer was applied to remove the slag. A maximum of 3 layers were successfully applied. 

For the microstructural analyses the etching procedure was followed as described before, however 

this reagent did not etch the welding block. So, the samples were etched with chromic acid and 

electrolytic at 1,5V for about 45s. 

The results obtained at the microscope showed a considerable number of cracks at the first layer and 

some inclusions at the top layers for all the samples (Figure 50 presents the macro and micro 

photographs taken of the specimen shown in Figure 49 and exemplifies the other tests, as all of them 

showed the same problems). No slag between layers was found, so the waiting time used was 

adequate and the slag had no influence on the poor quality of the weld, as thought before. 

No significant differences in the microstructure due to the different deposition directions are noted, not 

even comparing with the ones fabricated with the recommended gas. No improvements were seen, 

moreover the crack concentration increased. 

 

Figure 50 - Macro analysis of a section of the sample shown in Figure 49. Details: a) Microstructure at the 
top of specimen, where inclusions are seen; b) Middle; c) Crack in the 1st layer of the specimen. 
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4.3. Two metals deposition 

At this stage some changes to the procedure were made, as two materials were to be joined together. 

After the deposition of the first material was made with several beads along the substrate, it was 

necessary to change the wire on the robot (an extra procedure). Thereafter, subsequent layers were 

deposited with the hardfacing metal. 

Prior to some tests, a new procedure was introduced. To minimize the cooling of the first material 

surface, the walls were pre-heated with a propane blowtorch with different temperatures. 

The objective of performing tests where two metals are combined is not to test the compatibility of the 

UTP AF ROBOTIC 600 metal on other metals, because this wire is specifically produced to hardface 

and coat components already constructed by other metals. This wire is meant to repair worn 

components subjected to extreme combinations of pressure, impact and abrasion wear, such as 

shredders [6]. 

As it is a premium wire, its cost is considerably higher than other common and industrialized wires. 

And, although the idea of constructing a part entirely of this metal is desirable, it could not be that 

reachable when considering big and compact components fabrication. This is not a real issue to 

WAAM, since WAAM has proven to reduce the overall cost of parts fabrication as little waste material 

is associated. However, the possibility of constructing a part made by a cheaper material on the inside 

coated with this hardfacing material, whose performance and durability is the same or equivalent, is a 

desirable goal, reducing the overall cost.  

So the challenge is to produce two-material viable parts fabricated exclusively by WAAM, both on the 

inside and outside. This concept is also extended where components must be constructed with two 

materials by imposition of its requirements or function. 

Therefore, a cheaper and more common metal, the ER70S-6, is deposited directly on the substrate 

and after the UTP AF ROBOTIC 600 is deposited on top. Both metals require the gas mixture of CO2 

(18%) and Argon (82%). The stick-out was kept constant and equal for both metals, at 18mm. 

 

4.3.1. Results 

A block was made with oscillation deposition, and CMT mode for both materials. The block had three 

layers of the ER70S-6 metal and two layers of the UTP AF ROBOTIC 600 on top. 

A study of the best deposition parameters for the ER70S-6 was made. Since it is a widely used wire, 

the parameters were relatively easy to obtain. Furthermore, the robot had the curve of this specific 

material installed. For the UTP AF ROBOTIC 600, the parameters used were the ones obtained for 

thinner specimens. The parameters used for block fabrication (sample nr 37) are presented in Table 4. 
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Table 4 - Two metal block parameters. 

 WFS [m/min] WFS/TS Waiting Time [s] 

ER70S-6 5 10 30 

UTP AF ROBOTIC 600 5 10 60 

 

After this step, three walls were built, with 8 layers of the bottom metal and 6 layers of the hardfacing 

wire. At each wall, different pre-heating temperatures were used on the interface of both materials, as 

the bottom material would come to room temperature when changing the wires. The center of each 

wall was pre-heated with a propane blowtorch and the temperature was monitored by a thermocouple. 

The first wall was pre-heated until 50ºC (sample nr 38), the second until 100ºC (nr 39), and the third 

until 140ºC (nr 40, it was not possible to reach 150ºC). The parameters used are displayed in Table 5. 

 

Table 5 - Parameters used for two metal walls fabrication. 

 WFS [m/min] WFS/TS 

ER70S-6 7 30 

UTP AF ROBOTIC 600 6,5 21,67 

 

4.3.2. Metallurgical analysis 

To etch the bottom metal a Nital 2% solution was applied, and to contrast the hardfacing metal, Villela. 

Contrary to the others, sample nr 37 was cut longitudinally to see the interface of the metals along the 

length of the weld bead. Microanalyses showed cracks with an upper direction arising from the 

interface between the two different metals. One explanation to the hot cracking is that it can come 

from the carbon released by the bottom material, which tends to escape, and creates the cracks with 

intergranular propagation (see Figure 51 and Figure 52), or due to localized uncleaned slag that the 

melted ER70S-6 wire tends to produce. Some porosity also appears at the top metal, the UTP AF 

Robotic 600. 
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Figure 51 - Macrography of the two metal block, sample nr 37. 

 

 

Figure 52 - Localized micrographies of sample nr 37. 

 

For this reason, a step regression was made, and the tree simple walls were built and pre-heated to 

find at which temperature the cracks would be minimized or even eradicated. 

In Figure 53, sample 39 presents a pore in the middle of the wall, however it is not related with the 

union of the two metals, but rather some speck that appears at that layer and could be, for example, a 

slag particle. None of the samples showed the evidence of vertical and ascending cracks.  

Also, they appear to have a strong and cohesive connection between the two metals, as seen in the 

fusion line at the three a) microstructure photographs in Figure 54. The b) micrographic details 

elucidate the grain size at the first layer deposited from the UTP AF ROBOTIC 600 metal. This zone 

suffered a recrystallization due to the heat from successive layers and shows a columnar growth of the 

grain, similarly to what was found in previous analyses. The microstructure in Figure 54 nr 38 b) 

exhibit a bigger grain because the picture was taken slightly down comparing to the samples nr 39 and 

nr 40. 
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The microstructure of the three samples is similar; no difference is perceptible due the crescendo of 

the pre-heating temperature. 

 

Figure 53 - Macrography of samples nr 38 and nr 39. 

 

 

Figure 54 - Micrographic details at the same region in all of the three specimens, marked on Figure 53. 
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This leads to the conclusion that pre-heating and different temperatures did not affect the creation or 

minimization of fissures. Further research showed that the cracks on the specimen nr 37 are the result 

of oscillation deposition that promotes oxide formation and small holes when material shrinkage during 

the solidification process, from heat accumulation [18]. Not properly cleaning the slag on the base 

material could also lead to contamination and crack formation. 

 

4.3.3. Hardness tests 

An abrupt leap of almost 200 HV in only 0,5 mm was measured at a height of 8 mm of the sample nr 

37. This corresponds to the deposition of the first layer of the hardfacing metal on top of the deposited 

ER70S-6 steel. This transition is well marked in the Figure 55. After 1 mm of deposition, the hardness 

value starts stabilizing, however with oscillations around 720, up and down.  

 

Figure 55 - Microhardness of the two metal block 

 

Regarding the three walls, no major differences were noticed in the hardness of the specimens about 

the different pre-heating temperatures. As seen in Figure 56, the bottom material is constant at around 

190 HV in the three specimens and along its height. When the hardfacing material is added, the 

hardness rapidly increases and tends to a more stabilized level, about 730 HV; however not as 

coincident as the values of the bottom material. Once again, if the green imaginary curve formed by 

the triangles moved 1mm to the left, there would be a greater overlap. 
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Figure 56 - Microhardness of the two walls, with different pre-heating temperatures. 
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4.4.  Final Part 

The proposed final part envisages to test the withdrawn conclusions and achievements obtained 

before. For that, the two metal wires previously scrutinized compose the part. It has a stair geometry 

inside, coated with the hardfacing metal, forming a rectangular geometry at the end, as exemplified by 

Figure 57 and Figure 58. Two layers compose each stair. 

 

Figure 57 - Drawing and measures of the Final Part. 

 

Figure 58 - Section AA of the Final Part. 
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The deposition strategy followed was the parallel, as it was the one that provided the less number of 

defects found in block fabrication, as well as the oscillated strategy. However the parallel deposition 

generates a more even and balanced profile. Occasionally, crossed overlap deposition was used. 

In a further attempt to minimize the occurrence of defects and although the pre-heating wall tests were 

not conclusive to which pre-heating temperature should be used, the good practice implies that the 

bottom material should be pre-heated to accommodate residual stresses and to minimize the crack 

formation. In that context, it was made an adaptation of the method used to find pre-heating 

temperatures on welding plate deposits. The following procedure is not meant to WAAM applications, 

however since that specific information is not available yet, the worst-case scenario is chosen. 

To calculate the appropriate pre-heating temperature, it is necessary to calculate the heat input, given 

by equation (5), where V is the voltage, in volts, I is the current, in amperes, v is the travel speed, in 

millimeters per second, and η is the process efficiency. For the CMT case, the efficiency adopted is 

0,8, the efficiency value for GMAW (the worst case) [65], [66]. 

!"#$ !"#$% (!"/!!) = ! ∗ !
1000 ∗ ! ! (5) 

For the parameters used, a WFS of 6,5 m/min and a TS of 0,005 m/s, the current measured was 193 A 

and the voltage 19,5 V. That gives a Heat Input of 0,602 kJ/mm. 

It is also necessary to calculate the Carbon equivalent, Cequ, equation (6), and the combine thickness 

adjacent to the weld bead, Ec, equation (7), to extract from the diagram shown in Figure 59, the 

minimum pre-heating local temperature. 

!"#$ = %! +%!"
6 + %!" +%!"

15 + %!" +%! +%!"
5  (6) 

 

!" = !" (7) 

The Carbon equivalent for the ER70S-6 deposited wire, that will act as a plate, is calculated with the 

information found in Table 2. Cequ is equal to 0,388. The adjacent thickness to the weld is considered 

to be the measure bellow the deposit, that is the height of the deposited bottom metal, equal to 8,5 

mm, plus the thickness of the substrate plate, equal to 14,5 mm. So, Ec is equal to 23 mm. 

Crossing this information (marked in blue) on the diagram presented in Figure 59 leads to conclude 

that no pre-heating temperature was in fact needed as seen by the P point, even more if for Ec only 

the height of the deposited two layers was considered (Q point, marked at orange). Nevertheless, it 

can be observed at the diagram that for bottom metals with a superior Carbon equivalent it would 

require pre-heating. 
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Figure 59 - Diagram for pre-heating temperature determination. 

 

Therefore, deposition was carried out without pre-heating. Firstly the stair geometry was constructed 

with the ER70S-6 wire and then the UTP AF ROBOTIC 600 deposited wire completed the geometry. 

The progression can be seen in Figure 60. 

 

Figure 60 - Final part construction. 
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5. Conclusion and Future Work 
 

5.1. Conclusions 

The applicability of a hardfacing flux-cored wire, a wire never experimented before, was tested for 

Wire and Arc Additive Manufacturing. The progressive tests proved that, firstly, with the deposition of a 

40-layer wall, this wire can be applied to a greater amount of layers, not only for coating but also for 

AM; secondly, although some micro-cracks were found in block fabrication, they are acceptable and a 

solid part can be deposited; thirdly, the deposition of two compatible metals, however more 

challenging, can be done. 

The posterior tests employed to the samples produced, namely the micrography and the 

microhardness tests, lead to the following conclusions: 

• A satisfactory range of bead thickness was obtained, and they are the result of different 

parameters combinations.  

• It was not possible, with the performed parameter optimization, to surpass the higher 

deposition rate found in the literature for WAAM (5 kg/h for a stainless steel) [3]. However, this 

is a rough comparison as the studied wire presents a different density than the one found in 

literature, and further experiments with higher WFS could lead to a higher deposition rate. 

• Nevertheless, deposits made with higher deposition rates show lower hardness values. 

• For a bigger thermal delivery, more waiting time should be given for the slag to came off. 

• Shrinkage cavities appear at the top of the specimens, aggravating for thinner specimens due 

to rapid cooling. 

• For wall fabrication, it is not necessary to use a device for slag removal, as when given the 

right waiting time, the slag will come off. 

• Slag removal by a grinding machine did not modify the microstructure of the sample, but it 

changed its geometry, smoothing the side waviness of the wall and reducing the SW 

considerably, reducing the material waste when machining. This measure proved especially 

interesting when applied on expensive metal wires. 

• Higher hardness is observed for thinner specimens (lower deposition rates) and areas where 

the heat dissipation is greater, for instance at the bottom and top of the wall. However, for 

faster cooling/ minor thermal deliveries, cracks are more likely to grow due to interdendritic 

contractions at the top. 
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• Weaving deposition strategy is not recommendable for flux-cored wires, as it introduces a 

variable weld pool, not providing a stable wire flux to the deposit, resulting in severe crack 

formation. 

• Spatter was tried to be minimized by shielding the weld pool with a gas with less CO2, 

however, the amount of spatters was not reduced nor even the quality of the welds improved. 

• The deposition strategies best suited for this wire are the oscillated and parallel. 

• As the cooling profile is more complex at block fabrication, and consequently at a parts 

fabrication, the harness is more variable. 

• The samples produced in this work presented a higher average hardness (e.g. 611 HV) 

compared to what found in literature for both wear applications (599 HV for tool steel discs) 

and simply documented hardness of tested metals (e.g. 200 HV for stainless steel) [49], [52]. 

However, work should progress to minimize the hardness variation along the height, bringing 

the minimum value closest to the maximum. 

• Regarding the two metal walls and block deposition, whatever the pre-heating temperature, a 

strong connection was stabilized between the metals, and it did not affect the microstructure, 

or the hardness of the samples. Crack formation when joining two different metals can be 

minimized by a careful pre-cleaning of the surface before applying the following metal and by 

employing parallel deposition strategy with both wires for an even and balanced distribution of 

material and residual stresses. 

 

5.2. Future work 

In an attempt to reach for higher deposition rates, extra process parameters for wider beads and larger 

WFS need to be studied in the future. 

To a better understanding of the material behavior when welded in a considerable amount of layers, 

further tests should be made, such as tensile tests in more than one direction. 

Also, to comprehend the complex heating and cooling profile of block fabrication, and consequently, a 

solid part, another strategy should be employed in the future: instead of depositing a layer of beads, 

first a wall is deposited till the desired height and then, an adjacent wall is welded to the reach of the 

desired width. The intent is to see if there is crack minimization. 

Likewise on crack minimization subject, walls and blocks should be deposited with variable waiting 

time along the height in order to obtain a homogeneous microstructure and hardness. The areas were 

the heat extraction is higher should have less waiting time. Another possibility is to apply a hot device 

that pre-heats or that delays the cooling gradient on the top and bottom layers, or the contrary, a 
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device that cools the middle layers. This way the waiting is not affected, which is preferable, as WAAM 

should have little leading times.  

Regarding the two material parts, since it is not possible to build a graded structure with only one 

torch, the introduction of an intermediate material between the two metals should be studied for a 

smooth transition. 

Further microstructural and hardness tests should be employed on specimens deposited in different 

directions, such as vertical and overhead positions and posterior comparison with the results obtained 

before. 

Other geometries and intersections must be deposited and studied with the UTP AF ROBOTIC 600 

wire for a more complete record, as well as to realize what future applications are possible for this 

wire. However, for other geometries, a WAAM software shall be used. 
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7. Appendix 
Parameters used for wall deposition, with a constant stick-out of 18mm and with the 18%CO2 shielding 

gas at 18l/min. 

Table 6 - Parameters for wall deposition. 

Test 
nr Mode WFS 

[m/min] WFS/TS TS 
[m/s] 

Waiting 
time [s] Evaluation Notes 

20 CMT 3 5 0,01 180 Very Good  

21 CMT 4 5 0,0133 180 Very Good Waiting time can be 
reduced 

22 CMT 4 10 0,0067 120 Very Good Little spatter 

23 CMT 5 5 0,0167 120 Good More uniform at the middle 
of the bead 

24 CMT 5 10 0,0083 120 Good Not so uniform 

25 CMT 5 15 0,0056 120 Very Good  

26 CMT 5 20 0,0042 120 Very Good  

27 CMT 6,5 21,67 0,005 180 Very Good Without slag removal 

28 Standard 6,5 21,67 0,005 180 Bad Slag removal with grinding 

29 CMT 6,5 21,67 0,005 180 Very Good  

30 CMT 8 5 0,027 180 Bad  

31 CMT 6,5 10 0,011 180 Bad Non uniform extremities 

32 CMT 6,5 21,67 0,005 180 Good Wall with 40 layers, slag 
removal with grinding 

 

 


